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Boruto episode 106 dubbed
Boruto: Naruto Next Generations (DUB) Episode 106 We have detected that JavaScript is disabled in this browser. Enable JavaScript or switch to a supported browser to continue using Twitter.com. You can view a list of browsers supported in our service center. Center of Help Boruto Uzumaki, son of the village leader, saves a guy named Denki
Kaminarimon, who is chosen by bullies. The village of hidden leaves is located inside the land of fire, one of the five large Shinobi nations. Boruta Uzumaki lives here and is the son of the village leader, Naruto Uzumaki, the seventh Hokage. One day, Boruta saves a guy named Denki Kaminarimon, who is chosen. Denki is physically weak, so it is not
able to resist bullies. On his way to the entrance ceremony to the Ninja Academy, Boruta sees Deki again. He starts that the chakra of him is deformed and that he is strangely reciting. After being suspended for the robust that he caused the entrance ceremony, Boruto makes his way to the Academy for the first time. After being suspended for the
address book that he caused the ceremony at the entrance, Boruto becomes road to the Academy for the first time. His classmates obstruct him to be son of seventh Hokage and to be suspended. Iwabe Yuino, one of the classmates of Boruto, chooses a fight with him. Iwabe is an older student who has an acute sense for the battle, but it was retained a
year for the bad behavior of him. At the beginning, Boruto ignores it, no matter what he says. But when he sees Iwabe Punch Denki to tell him to stop, Boruto cannot ignore it longer than the classmate. Forming, Metal Lee, it is very slow and is expert in Taijutsu. Unfortunately, he becomes nervous easily and is not able to do his best when people look
at him. The classmate of him. Torreuto, Metal Lee, is very slow and is expert in Taijutsu. Unfortunately, he is easily nervous and is not able to do his best when people look at him. One day one of his classmates, Shikadai Nara, says something raging the metal, which attacks Shikadai the next day. Captured in the middle, Boruto Note that the metal
chakra is deformed, just like Denki's.at the suggestion of Shino Avame, their teacher of Homeroom, Boruto and his classmates have sparkled in gender teams to capture flags placed on Roof. Shino's suggestion. Alarminate, their teacher of Homeroom, Boruto and his classmates have sparkled in gender teams to capture flags on the roof. Boruto and
the rest of the boy's team rapidly head for the roof, but fight with the traps and the girls team, led by Sarada Uchiha and Chocho Akimichi. Desperate to capture a flag before the girls team, Boruto tries a convocation of Jutsu, but ends up evoking something unexpected! A mysterious student named Mitsuki was transferred to the Boruta class from
Hidden Sound Village.allo Student named Mitsuki was transferred to the Boruto class from Hidden Sound Village. He overwhelms Iwabes in sparring and shows him genius of him resolving difficult problems. However, Boruto and others are unable to say what he is thinking. Meanwhile, someone who did the repair work at school, suddenly becomes
Berserk. Boruta and others rush. Another side of Mitsuki emerges while he starts to mutter the strange words. Torreuto, Shikadai and Mitsuki notice that their teacher acts different from what he usually does ... and Shino suddenly attacks them! Boruto, Shikadai and Mitsuki arrive at the position that is said to go to Da Shino. They notice that their
teacher acts different usually he "and Shino attacks them suddenly! Shino belongs to the aburine clan, a clan of insect users. A swarm of parasitic insects. Boruto and others cannot match someone's ability who is a Jonin. But even in this situation, Mitsuki remains calm and coldly looks of shino.cho-cho is scared because she thinks she is watched by
someone, so she decides to take them in the act. Cho-cho is scared because she thinks she is watched by someone, so she decides to take them to take them The act. You can smash Magire Kakuremino, and it turns out that she wasn't watching Cho-cho, but sumire, the class representative, who loves in secret. Who-cho exterior to declare her love of
her, and at the first to magite hesita. But he takes the jump and says to summire as he feels! A visual Jutsu places bored within a dream - and later, Boruto declares that the dream has awakened his byakugan, the unique Kekkei Genkai for his mother's Hyuga clan. The deformed chakra. Only Boruto can see takes more people, causing them the ramp.
First he hit people inside the Academy, but now extends its reach into the village. Can he be stopped? And later, a visual Jutsu is boring within a dream - and later, Boruto declares that the dream has awakened his byakugan, the unique Kekkei Genkai for the Hyuga clan. Naruto does not believe it, so Boruto seeks advice from his grandfather, Hiashi
Hyuga.under to his father and orientation of his grandfather, Boruto Sport with his aunt Hanabi. No matter how hard it tries, it can't activate his byakugan in any form.under his father and orientation grandfatherÃ ¢ s, long herbs boring with aunt Hanabi. Boruto searched for this game to win the acceptance by his father, but no matter how hard you
look for, he can't activate his byakugan in any form. He begins to doubt that he even saw the chakra deformed by the shadow, and he feels even worse when people begin to think he lied. But then Boruto sees another person who is manipulated by the mysterious shadow. Burgy nickname the mysterious shadow "the ghost" and is excited when he and
his friends Shikadai and Mitsuki decide to solve the recent "ghost accidents. Onsan nicknomin the mysterious shadow Ã ¢ â,¬ "GhostÃ ¢ â,¬ and is excited when he and his Shikadai and Mitsuki friends decide to resolve recent Ã ¢ â,¬ Å" Chost accidents. Shino secretly gives boring a helping by hand giving their class an assignment in search of
different workplaces. Meanwhile, you know, that once served in the Foundation of the Ops Black Anbu, it makes a great discovery during the investigation of the same accident in order from the hokate. During a tour of workplaces for their job position, Sumire, Wasabi Izuno and Suzumen namida are wrapped in the ghost accident and are injured. A
tour of workplaces for their school assignment, suite, Wasabi Izuno and Suzumen namida wrap up in the ghost accident and are injured. Boruto feels bad that it wasn't "T to prevent their damage and becomes more determined to resolve the case. With the help of Tayori Kuroyagi the post office, along with Shikadai and Mitsuki, the team scans the
most closely village. Then Shikadai and Mitsuki realize a chance from something Boruta says randomly. The ghost accidents suddenly arrive at the end of Boruto and his classmates are perplexed, but Mitsuki seems to know something they don't. His classmates are perplexed, but Mitsuki seems to know something they don't. Mitsuki is realized that he
is undergoing some disconcerting changes and questions his classmates in order to understand his situation. Shortly afterwards, a mysterious chakra begins to spread throughout the village. According to Naruto Hokage and his best consultants are shocked to find out who is the perpetrator of The results of the SAI survey. Just then, Nue - a huge
Beastfull Beast - appears! After Mitsuki reveals more information about the phantom accidents, Boruto is determined to find and stop the culprit! Meanwhile, seventh Naruto Hokage and the best consultants of him are shocked to learn who is the perpetrator of the results of the Sai investigations. Just then, nueÃ ¢ â,¬ "a huge torn beast - appears!
Danger to the village forces the sixth Hokage, Kakashi, out of the guesthouse! The late Danzo Shimura was the founder and leader of the Foundation, a branch of © Lite of Ops Black Anbu. The recent accidents were important to someone who had sworn to bring ... The Lax Danzo Danzo It was the founder and leader of the Foundation, an elite branch
of Anbu Black Ops. The recent accidents have been controlled by someone who had sworn to carry out Danzo's wishes. Boruto is able to enter another world with the strange "eye" of him. The author exercises the Gozu Tennou, a weapon that is based on the power of the Nue beast, and is located to destroy the village. Boruto looks desperately to
dissuade them, but can trigger thoughts of Boruto a curse of the past?! The ghost accident that threatened the village of the leaf is over, and now Boruto is able to awaken the mysterious power that used.The ghost accident that threatened the village of the leaf is over, and now Boruto is able To awaken the mysterious power he used. Things come
back to the normality in the village and the academy, but a disturbed thing still boring and his classmates ... Exam Day is quickly approached, and everyone at the Academy begins to prepare for them. Repetition of a degree is a possibility if you cannot a day test.Exam you are approaching quickly, and everyone at the Academy begins the preparation
for them. Repetition of a degree is a possibility if you fail. Denki, who is lacking in ninjutsu ability, is having a difficult time using chakra to scale walls. And as usual, Iwabe can not wrap my head around what he is studying. Boruto and others try to help them training and study, but they end up doing more confused things for the two. Denki and Iwabe
will avoid being held back? Sarada agrees to return a teddy bear to a young patient at the hospital, but she forgets it on the train and goes panic .Sarada agrees to return a teddy bear to a young patient hospital, but she forgets it on the train and panicked. Although she had fired Boruto and the boys to sit on the roof of the train, Sarada does exactly
that in her desperate toy search. Cho-cho happens to see Sarada and take it to the station lost and found. Sarada retrieves the package of her and everything is fine, until the Uzumaki family is thrown into chaos when Hicawari, the younger sister of Boruto, takes a cold. Uzumaki's family is thrown into chaos when Hicawari, the minor sister of the
Boruta, takes a cold. Naruto rarely returns home since it has become Hokage, and the rage of Boruto towards him grows especially because his sister of him is so sick. Baruto pulls a joke and is pursued around the village of Naruto. Seeing this, Sarada cannot help but be exasperated, but a part of her grew melancholically as she thinks about her
father, Sasuke, who she hasn't seen since a child was. Boruta pulls a joke and is pursued around the village of Naruto. Seeing this, Sarada cannot help but be exasperated, but a part of her grow melancholy as she thinks about her father, Sasuke, who hasn't seen since a child was. She begins to hear doubts after she sees a photo of Sasuke with a
young woman wearing glasses. Sarada becomes determined to learn the truth. The secret of the birth of Sarada Uchiha will be revealed ?! Sarada, who has doubts about who is the real mother of her, joins Cho-cho, who is about to go out on a journey to find the "real parents" of her. Sasuke Send a message to Naruto on a man who owns sharingan.
After receiving the Intel, Naruto rushes to meet Sasuke. Meanwhile, Sarada, who has doubts about those who are the real mother of her, joins Cho-cho, who is about to establish a trip to find his Ã ¢ â "concealed parents". After learning that Naruto is going to meet Sasuke, they go after him. But the danger canvas when they arrive under attack.
Asarada comes to the tower where it is the father of her, just to be wounded by the surprising words and actions of Sasuke. Asarada arrives at the tower where her father is, To be wounded by the words and surprising actions of Sasuke. Naruto and Cho-cho can hardly bear to watch the embarrassing exchange between father and daughter and try to
think about something to help. But the party is attached by a father-son duo called "Shin Uchiha" and who own sharingan! Meanwhile, Sakura discovers that Sarada went to meet her meet her It's in shock after Sakura is captured by Shin's Jutsu. Even Naruto, with its exceptional monitoring capabilities, is not able to locate Her.Sarada is in shock after
Sakura is captured by Shin's Jutsu. Even Naruto, with its exceptional tracing capabilities, is not able to locate it. So Sasuke discovers countless sharingans embedded in the Shin's arm. Following the clues collected by the arm of Shin, they arrive on the laboratory of the hidden leaf criminal, Orochimaru, which led research on the prohibited Jutsu. L
even, Sarada meets her father's partners of her Suigetsu Hozuki and Jugo. You then asks to suigetsu to examine who is the real mother of her. Determined to save Sakura, Sarada pursues Shin with Sasuke, Naruto and Cho-cho.Derminate to save Sakura, Sarada pursues Shin with Sasuke, Naruto and Cho-cho. After the brutal battles with Shin's clones
along the way, Sarada is surprised to see the link of trust between Sasuke and Sakura, who haven't seen each other for years. But suddenly, she shin orders her children to kill intruders. Since the parents of you share a link of trust and love, the journey of Sarada to learn the secret of her birth reaches a conclusion? The hidden leaves village is full of
excitement when kaggage arrives for the top of five kages. Full of excitement at the kage arrival for the five kage summit. Boruta knows that security is more close than usual, but he still intends to pull a big joke. Meanwhile, Sarada found a new goal, to become the Hokage, and she trains hard. Behind the closed doors, the five kage discuss the highly
classified intel that Sasuke has obtained involving Kaguya Otsutsuki.boruto and his classmates head to the village hidden in the fog in the waterland for a field trip.boruto and his companions of Class head towards the village hidden in the fog in the waterland for a trip. Kagura Karatachi is chosen as a village guide. About the same eth of Boruto,
Kagura is already a great Shinobi and acts as a helper to the Mizukage, Chojuro. Once known as the Blood Mist Village, it is now more modern and lively than anyone else could have imagined. However, dissatisfaction exists between some hidden fog Shinobi.boruto and his classmates are invited to visit the hidden fog Academy under Kagura and the
Chojuro escort. Borgaro and his classmates are invited to visit the fog escort hidden under Kagura and the escort of Chojuro. The hidden fog emphasizes the Swordabansanza and the Boruta is adorned with their intense training sessions. Chojuro sees the interest in Boruto and organizes a sparring game with Kagura, which seems hesitant. Kagura is
extremely skilled and has been asked by Chojuro to become the successor of his great twin sword, Hiramekarei, but refused. Surushi Hachiya, the former Kagura classmate at the Academy, finds Boruto and his friends from the leaf Thritling, so he robbed Denki. Kagura and Boruto got rid of it to save him, and find themselves in a battle against
Hachiya and the crew of him. Surushi Hachiya, the former classmate of Kagura at the Academy, finds Boruto and him friends of him from the irritating leaf, So they ran Denki. Kagura and Boruto got rid of it to save him, and find themselves in a battle against Hachiya and the crew of him. During the fight, the truth that Kagura is hidden is revealed!
Kagura involuntarily becomes part of a plot created by Shizuma Hoshigaki, a man who opposes the new, peaceful Shinobi Order.Kagura takes idea to accept the famous hiramekarei sword from Chojuro, but unintentionally becomes part of a plot established by the old Kagura knowledge, Shizuma Hoshigaki, a man who opposes the new, quiet order
Shinobi. The new seven spades of seven Start an insurrection, the ultimate goal to transform their village back into the Blood Mist Village! Kagura unlocks the closet to leave Shizuma take fog blades. The new seven Swordsmen of seven ninja start an insurrection, the ultimate goal is to return their village in the village of blood mist! Rebellion News
reaches Chojuro Chojuro Mei, the current and previous mizukage. They are determined to perform the authors, together with Kagura, who helped them. To change the mind of Chojuro, Boruta makes a surprising announcement.Sarada is forced in one-against-one fighting with a Kunoichi, Buntan Kurosuki, who handles lightning blade, Kiba Fang! In
the thick fog, Sarada uses his sharingan, but his enemy is stronger than ExpectedChojuro Porta Boruto and Sarada to the position where Shizuma and his "new seven Shinobi Spadaccini" are based. Shizuma uses his jutsu to create a fog than the clouds vision of the trio, and end up being separated. SARADA is forced in one-against-one fighting with a
Kunoichi, Buntan Kurosuki, who handles lightning blade, Kiba Fang! In the thick fog, Sarada uses his sharingan, but his enemy is stronger than expected. Pushed into a corner, he comes out with a counterattack. Meanwhile, Boruto goes against nothing less than Kagura.boruto urges his Kagura friend to come back with him, but Kagura refuses him
and begins to Attack. Torque urges his Kagura friend to come back with him, but Kagura refuses him and begins to attack . Although Boruto is desperate to save him, Kagura still falls under a spell and is not able to challenge Shizuma. Then pass someone between the two in their fight. It is Mitsuki, and obtained Intel about the rebellion. Just what the
Intel is, and can Boruto save the friend of him? The trip concludes, and Boruto and friends of him are preparing to return to Hidden Leaf. Chojuro, the mizukage, sees them, but kagura is not anywhere to see. The trip trip arrives at the end, and Boruto and friends of him are preparing to go back to hidden leaf. Chojuro, the Mizukage, sees them out,
but Kagura is nowhere to be seen. The class makes back to the leaf village safely and bored is raised to be at home. But Himawari is not his usual mere ©. She looked forward to the souvenir boring promises, which she has completely forgotten to get! Boruto decides to tell the truth and ask for forgiveness of Himawari, but I miss the chance of her,
and the things worse! Inojin loved to draw since she was small, and her specialtious her is the Ninjutsu super beast scroll. But one day, she suddenly loses her her ability to use her jouts! Inojin loved drawing since she was small, and her specialty is the Ninjutsu super beast scroll. But one day, she suddenly loses her her ability to use her jouts!
Perplexed, she talks to her father of her, you know, who uses Jutsu himself. Even if you know it's nice, he doesn't give inojin a way to overcome the crisis. Instead he suggests that his son entered the art competition for children, who inojin Malavoglia does.boruto and his classmates decide to go camping to try to capture mysterious fish, the eternal
carp, said he was unforgettable Delicious. Boruto and his classmates decided to go camping to try to capture mysterious fish, eternal carp, said he was unforgettable delicious. With the arrival degree this could be the last time the class does something together, so boring figures this is the perfect opportunity to take one, but the fish turns out to be
very eusive.as the students to prepare for the Their final, Boruto meets a journalist named Sukea who is making a story about Them.prior to the Degree Exams, it was decided that students will participate in a talk of three people to discuss their future plans. Boruta, who passed his Ninjutsu courses in full votes, realizes his journey to become a "ninja"
was without problems and easy. As students are preparing for their finals, Boruto meets a journalist named Sukea who is making a story about them. Something about the indifferent attitude of the Boruta on the future of him like a ninja raises a red flag in Sukea, and dies a borutus And the others complete the first round exam written and move on to
the next one. The second round has students who face out against Kakashi and the instructors of the Academy of Real Combat Sitations.it is time for the Degree Exams. Graduation. And the others complete the first round exam written and move on to the next one. The second round has AFAFCIA students against KakashiÃ ¢ Previous sixth HokageÃ ¢
and Masters Academy in real combat situations. With the aim of "stealing the bell" from Kakashi, each student rushes into action. However, the game moved against Kakashi and the teachers who keep him. Somehow, Boruto reaches Kakashi before, but the sixth hokage show pietã. After a hard struggle, he says a borough coldness that he is not
suitable to become a ninja! Boruto is the first to face Kakashi in question. Despite a determined effort, he was immobilized and irritated by the severe criticism of Kakashi of the class of him. Coruto is the first to face Kakashi in question. Despite a determined effort, he has immobilized and irritated by the severe criticism of Kakashi of the class of him.
Shortly thereafter, the classmates of Boruto arrive to assist and Boruta makes him's escape. Although depressed by its faults, Boruto is able to overcome them and formulate a strategy, thanks to the promotion of his friends.boruto and his class take the first step as Genin and start forming the shinobi base three men squads.boruto e His companions
take the first step like Genin and start forming the teams of three men Shinobi base. Members are matched based on their capacity and compatibility. Boruta counted on collaborating with Shikadai, but he is disappointed when he decides to be part of the trio "Ino-Shika-cho", as he father of him. Boruta finds collaborated with Sarada and Mitsuki.
Since he and Sarada have problems with this match-up, they present a direct appeal for the Hokage to overturn this decision. Mitsuki faces a difficult decision, but his thoughts and feelings that had once been wrapped in mystery, now Come to Luce.mitsuki Take a difficult decision, but its thoughts and feelings that had once been wrapped in mystery,
now come to light.Team 7 born on their first mission. Oteam 7 detaches their first mission. Their client is a country that has been affected by bandits, and their mission is to eradicate them. Kiri meet, a young girl who has just been installed as the village head after her father's sudden death. The team soon realizes that this mission is much more
dangerous and complicated than before expected.mitsuki must face a difficult decision, but his thoughts and feelings he had been wrapped in mystery, now come to evolving mission original Light.Team 7 In a rescue operation after Kiri is kidnapped. The team must face a formidable genjutu user as well as a sword expert user. Following
Konohamaru's orders, the team successfully saves Kiri. But Konohamaru is captured and the trio must fight the enemy alone, protecting Kiri.Team 7 is assigned to capture a suspicion that is barvented inside a bank. Torque is satisfied with easy and unconventional missions of the team From his first. TEAM 7 is assigned to capture a suspicion that is
barricade within a bank. Excited to show his abbreviations again, Boruto and the team rush to the site. But the suspicious tours to be a timid individual who was recently fired. A possibility soon is born that some organization could be involved! An accident occurs in the leaf village and the Byakuya gang is incident Suspected.an occurs in the leaf
village and byakuya gang is suspected. The band rid of the rich to give to the poor, and have recently been active in different villages. Boruto disapproves of them, because he believes that stealing is stealing, no matter how noble the reason. Byakuya band activities become more bias in the hidden leaf. Banduya band activities become more biased in
the leaf While some people see them as heroics, noble thieves, Boruto can not get the same as to approve their actions. Genin is told to work together to capture bandwidth, and security in the country has increased. During this time, Shikadai meets a young man named Ryugi. Despite Age difference, a bond grows between them.ryogi is worried about
Shikadai, but it is tormented by memories you can not forget.shikadai and Ryogi who became friends who play shogi, but lately Ryogi did not come to their usual meeting place . Shikadai became worried about the behavior of the friend of him the last time they met, but has maintained his concerns to himself. Ryogi is also worried about Shikadai, but
it is tormented by memories that cannot forget.The protest instigated by the Byakuya gang against the Kaminarimon company increases intensity.The protest instigated by the Byakuya Gang against Kaminarim society increases in intensity. The shinobi leaf, including genin, are mobilized in action. The teams are assigned sections to monitor the
protesters, and Team 10, composed of Shikadai, Inojin and Cho-cho, resumes its position. But Shikadai note something while studying the location table and rushes up! Shikadai understands what the goal of the Byakuya gang is and rushes after them in pursuing with Boruto near by.During the protests, the Katasuke Katasuke Band bands attacks,
which developed a new technology for scientific research Ninja Tools. Shikadai understands what the goal of the Byakuya Gang is and rushes after them in pursuing with Boruto nearby. Even a weak "pedestrian" can become strong in a move ... What are the two friends who glued through shogis looking for? Udon ISE Team 5 Captain Jonin, issues a
direct order from the hokage to Iwabe, Denki and Metal.umbone ISE Team 5 Captain Jonin, issues a direct order from the hokage to Iwabe, Denki and Metal, which states: " To attract more students to the Academy's Ninjutsu Department, you will appear in a video documentary Pr. " During the incident Byakuya Gang, the three were in a suspension
regime, and could only look like their genin classmates jumped into action. The trio decides to do their best in the documentary in order to demonstrate their ability, but Udon seems skeptical ... Sumire, Wasabi and Namida are given a mission to recover the animals that someone has released from their cages to aunt of the zoo. Boruto, Hanabi Hyuga,
leads a female team composed of Smire, Wasabi and Namida. A mission is given to recover animals that someone has released from their cages to the zoo. The team is proposed, but Wasabi and Namida start discussing in route, and Sumire is able to stop Them.Konohamaru, Udon and Meegi contemplate if the genin under their guide will be able to
manage the gravity of Chunin Exam.Konohamaru , Udon and Moegi Contemplate if the genin under their guide will be able to manage the gravity of Chunin Exam.Team 7 is given a mission to capture a band of thieves aimed at the Thunder train, which hide in a city near the land of fire border .Team 7 is given a mission to capture a band of thieves
aimed at the Thunder train, which hide in a city near the Land of Fire Border.Team 7 enters the mine where the thieves were hidden out, only for be attached by a powerful, with a strange white look zetsu.team 7 enters the mine where thieves were hidden out, just to be attached from a powerful, looking strange white zetsu.the chunin exams are
quickly approaching and everyone ¢ s Exc Itessed exception for Boruta, which causes all Grief. Unique to contain his anger towards his father for the completion of Himawari and his own, Boruto rushes to confronting Naruto.boruto manages to perfect his rasengan and started training under Sasuke.tensions is as high as each participant to each other
, and prepare for the first round of the Chunin exams! The round two of the Chunin exams begins. For the second test, the teams of three men must try to capture their teama rival s flags.The third test exam starts, From single tournament battles held Style.Confronted by an enemy that is calm and incredibly threatening, Chocho takes a seriousness
that rarely reveals how to look at his teammates and his cheer up Tournament approaches its final, like Sarda matches against Hidden Sand and Mitsuki araya against Hidden Saint Shinki! The final battle of the tournament begins with Boruto, Sarada and Shinki Participating in a battle Royale.Momoshiki, Kinshiki and Urashiki of the Otsutsuki Clan
suddenly appear on the scene full of spectators, and Boruto testifies to the greatness of the power of his father in Real Combat.boruto realizes The greatness of his father's love for the country and his people and, at the same time, his own Weakness.Sasuke and the Kage undertake an intense battle against the ridiculously powerful Momoshiki and
Kinshiki of the Otsutsuki Clan. During that period, Boruto and Naruto, who have always been in contrast to each other and connect for the first time. With the Boruta watching carefully, Naruto and Sasuke begin their battle against a Power-Up Momoshiki! Boruto did all apologize for his transgressions during the exam, but Momoshiki's prophecy
continues to disturb him. Tomaru and Ashina popular actors receive death threats from an unknown person, so Team 10 is assigned to a joint mission with Team 7 to protect themselves. Tomare Cho on Cloud 9, but Sarada and others worry that the Lovestruck cho -Cho Cho-cho lost his attention to the mission! The ninja in the gas mask appears again
during the shooting and the kidnappings of Tomaru.metal's father, Rock Lee, announces that metal coaching to master the last technique of Taijutsu, the eight internal doors. The first five kage summit from the Otsutsuki clan attack is held in hidden leaf. The current Kage and their predecessors come together, except for the third Tsuchikage, Ohnoki.
The ninja assigned to the hidden leaf gate is attacked, and Mitsuki disappears. The village discovers that Boruto and Sarada went in search of Mitsuki, and Shikadai and his team 10 is awarded a monitoring mission to bring them back. Go.Ochimaru tells Boruto and Sakura on the white snake essay that lives in the Ryuchi cave. On their way there, the
two are faced with team 10.boruto and the friends of him are requested to have to spend a series of tests to meet the white snake essay! The white snake essay tells Boruto to bring back the "inverted" from Garaga, an annoying snake. Boruto and the friends of him head more deeply Ryuchi Cave and are in front of a serpent.boruto giant and the others
work together to get the reverse garage staircase. But the battle turns out to be difficult, as a garage door has the power to perceive the position of his enemies and transform them into the head stone. Mitsuki towards Kokuyou and the homeland of Sekiei, the land of land. Meanwhile, thanks to the power of the white snake essay, Boruto and the
others learn that Mitsuki is with the hidden stone Ninja, and they also went to the land of the land. Burgy and his friends manage to overcome Kokuki, and finally capture With Mitsuki .instead to go home with Boruta, Mitsuki remains with Kokuyou.boruto is wounded, unconscious and unable to continue. Everyone thinks of returning to the hidden
leaf. The team secretly enters the village determined to find Ohnoki, but they are not aware of being looked at. The team finds Ohnoki, but refuses to help. At the top of that, they are attacked and separated. Tornel and ohnoki head to the meeting point, but stumbled in order hidden stone Shinobi Groundsin training to leave the barrier, desperately
boring research for his stone heart, but has little later .Ohnoki He bores to a special place to explain his vision of the future, formed after losing his grandson, Kozuchi.Kakou uses a rare and powerful particle style and pushes Boruto to Edge.boruto and Sarada are captured and brought back to La Hidden Stone Headquarters with Ohnoki.kirara
appears and becomes boruto e In a dollsÃ ¢ that his must obey, ordering the two of killing every other.shocked and confused by Mitsuki's actions, Sekiei attacks himp. Him.Ku appears again once again Provoke and attack boruto.boruto and the other leaf Genin return to the hidden leaf with mitsukiboruto and his sister Himawari await the parent and
the parent's day with anticipation. Coruto meets a food competition, held by the famous restaurants in the leaf for parents and children. Greeted him crosses his teacher Sasuke, who returned to the village after a long absence. It has succeeded that she became an obstacle to missions, Namida decides to stop crying to prevent Jutsu from accidentally
activating. The clan nara ... the elderly boss tells Shikadai to stop being a ninja and become a politician to increase the reputation of the clan.birds are attacking the residents of a village located on the outskirts of the land of fire. The teams of Boruto and Sumire are assigned a joint mission to identify the cause .boruto and Sarada arrive in a certain
position to see Jugo, following the information gathered by the villagers. However, they find Jugo who suffers from the effects of the trademark of the curse and transformed into a fierce monster. Konohamaru's orders, summire and the rest of the team 15 return to report on the situation, but they are attacked by a mysterious enemy .Sumire is able to
escape the help of Nue and start looking for Wasabi and Namida "and then friends of Jugo passionate and Karin suddenly appear. Asarada and Karin fight with fighting an enemy that is able to manipulate the power of the sign of curse at will. Sumire Combats next to Nue to protect everyone, but Nue starts to lose control of its powers. Forming and
Suigetsu want to help Jugo, but they cannot because of the sedatives in â €
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